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ABSTRACT 

While the disproportionate expansion of lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) throughout evolution is 
commonly accepted, the relationship between evolutionarily new LPFC brain structures and 
uniquely human cognitive skills is largely unknown. Here, we tested the relationship between 
variability in evolutionarily new LPFC tertiary sulci and reasoning skills in a pediatric cohort. A 
novel data-driven approach in independent discovery and replication samples revealed that the 
depth of specific LPFC tertiary sulci predicts individual differences in reasoning skills beyond age. 
These findings support a classic, yet untested, theory linking the protracted development of tertiary 
sulci to late-developing cognitive processes. We conclude by proposing a mechanistic hypothesis 
relating the depth of LPFC tertiary sulci to anatomical connections. We suggest that deeper LPFC 
tertiary sulci reflect reduced short-range connections in white matter, which in turn, improve the 
efficiency of local neural signals underlying cognitive skills such as reasoning that are central to 
human cognitive development. 
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Introduction 

A fundamental question in cognitive neuroscience is how the structure of the brain supports 

complex cognition. While much progress has been made in answering this question, especially in 

animal models, human brains differ in both their micro- and macrostructural properties from 

widely used animals in neuroscience research such as mice, marmosets, and macaques1. These 

cross-species differences are especially pronounced in association cortices such as lateral 

prefrontal cortex (LPFC). LPFC is a late-developing cortical expanse that is enlarged in humans 

compared to non-human primates2 and is critical for cognitive control, executive function, 

reasoning, and goal-directed behavior3–6. Yet there is still much progress to be made in 

understanding how the development of evolutionarily new brain structures in the expanded human 

LPFC support the development of complex, largely human, cognitive skills achieved by neural 

circuits within LPFC. 

Of all the cognitive skills and anatomical features to focus on, we investigate the 

relationship between relational reasoning and overlooked macroanatomical structures known as 

tertiary sulci. We chose to focus on relational reasoning, which is the ability to extract common 

features across objects and conceptualize them in terms of their relation to each other6,7, because 

humans consistently outperform other species in relational reasoning tasks6,8, and developmental 

improvements in this domain are strongly associated with anatomical changes in LPFC7,9,10. We 

chose to focus on tertiary sulci, which are the shallowest class of cortical folds, because they have 

been largely overlooked due to methodological difficulties in their identification (which we expand 

on further below)11–13. Due to these difficulties, very little is known regarding the role of tertiary 

sulci in human cognition despite the fact that many tertiary sulci are evolutionarily new structures 

that are uniquely human14. 
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Additionally, as both reasoning skills and tertiary sulci exhibit protracted developmental 

trajectories in childhood, they serve as ideal targets to test a classic, yet largely unconsidered 

theory. Specifically, Sanides proposed that morphological changes in tertiary sulci would likely 

be associated with the protracted development of higher-order thinking and cognitive skills15,16. 

Fitting these criteria, relational reasoning skills continue to develop throughout childhood, while 

tertiary sulci emerge last (after primary and secondary sulci) in gestation and also show a 

protracted development that continues after birth for a still undetermined period of time14,16–22. A 

relationship between relational reasoning and tertiary sulcal morphology would build on previous 

findings relating the development of relational reasoning to changes in LPFC cortical thickness 

and structural connectivity23,24. Furthermore, relational reasoning supports complex problem 

solving and scaffolds the acquisition of additional cognitive skills in children25,26. Thus, exploring 

if or how tertiary sulci contribute to the development of this cognitive skill may not only provide 

insight to a classic theory, but also advance understanding of the anatomical features underlying 

variability in the development of a wide range of other cognitive skills. 

To date, no study (to our knowledge) has tested the role of tertiary LPFC sulci in cognitive 

development. This gap likely persists for three key reasons. First, previous studies examining 

individual differences in the development of reasoning and anatomical variability in human LPFC7 

implemented analyses that were averaged across individuals on standard neuroanatomical 

templates, which obscure tertiary sulci in LPFC13 (Supplementary Fig. 2). Therefore, to precisely 

characterize the relationship between tertiary sulcal morphology in LPFC and reasoning 

performance, it is necessary to consider cortical anatomy at the level of the individual. Second, the 

shallowness of tertiary sulci makes them hard to reliably identify in post-mortem tissue—typically 

considered the gold standard for anatomical analyses—because they are easily confused with 
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shallow indentations produced by veins and arteries on the outer surface of the cerebrum11. 

Consequently, neuroanatomical atlases and neuroimaging software packages largely exclude 

tertiary sulci. In turn, tertiary sulci in LPFC are excluded from most developmental cognitive 

neuroscience studies until the present study. Third, a common misconception is that macro- 

anatomical structures such as sulci and gyri are functionally and cognitively relevant in primary, 

but not association, cortices. For example, the calcarine sulcus predicts the location of the primary 

visual cortex27 and a “knob” in the pre-central gyrus predicts the motor hand area in the primary 

motor cortex28,29. However, there is increasing evidence that tertiary sulci are functionally relevant 

in association cortices such as ventral temporal cortex30 (VTC), medial PFC21, and LPFC13 in 

adults, as well as behaviorally meaningful in medial PFC31,32. Despite this mounting evidence that 

tertiary sulci are functionally and behaviorally relevant in association cortices within adults, it is 

largely unknown whether morphological features of tertiary sulci will predict individual 

differences in behavior and cognition in a developmental cohort. 

To address this gap in knowledge, we characterized LPFC tertiary sulci for the first time 

in individual subjects in a broad developmental sample including participants between 6 and 18 

years old. We leveraged the neuroanatomical and cognitive variability intrinsically present in the 

sample to ask whether variability in tertiary sulcal morphology predicts individual differences in 

relational reasoning. As sulcal depth is a defining feature of tertiary sulci, which are shallower than 

primary and secondary sulci1,14,16–20,30,33, we hypothesized a relationship between the depth of 

tertiary sulci and reasoning skills. 

To characterize this relationship, we developed a novel pipeline that combines the most 

recent anatomical definition of LPFC tertiary sulci14 with data-driven analyses to model sulcal 

morphological features and reasoning performance. Our approach addresses four main questions: 
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1) Are LPFC tertiary sulci identifiable in a developmental sample, and are they smaller and

shallower than primary and secondary LPFC sulci as in adults13,14? 2) Is there a relationship 

between the depth of LPFC tertiary sulci and reasoning performance across individuals? 3) If so, 

can we construct a neuroanatomical-behavioral model to predict an individual’s reasoning score 

from tertiary sulcal depth and age in an independent sample? 4) If successful, does a 

neuroanatomical-behavioral model extend to other sulcal features or cognitive tasks? Answering 

these questions offers the first link between tertiary LPFC sulcal morphology and reasoning, as 

well as provides novel cognitive insights from evolutionary new brain structures in LPFC. 
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Fig. 1. A novel, data-driven analysis pipeline with Discovery and Replication samples that models the relationship 
between LPFC sulcal morphological features and reasoning performance. a. An inflated cortical surface 
reconstruction of a right hemisphere from one example subject. Dotted white outlines show manually labeled sulci. 
Asterisks indicate the frequently omitted or misclassified tertiary sulci (Supplementary Fig. 1 for all subjects). b. Top: 
Example from the standardized test used to assess relational reasoning in this study (WISC-IV, Matrix Reasoning task). 
In this task, participants are instructed to complete the matrix so that the relation between the two bottom shapes mirrors 
the relation between the two top shapes. In this example, option 4 completes the pattern. Bottom: Example from the 
processing speed task (WJ-R, Cross-Out test), which serves as a behavioral control. In this task, participants are 
instructed to cross out all objects that match the object on the left as quickly as possible. c. Feature selection – Discovery 
sample. A LASSO regression was performed in the Discovery sample to determine which sulci, if any, were associated 
with Matrix Reasoning performance. The model parameters were fit iteratively using a leave-one-out cross-validation 
procedure (Online Methods). d. Model evaluation – Replication sample. The sulci selected from the LASSO regression 
(orange; pmfs-iRH, pmfs-aRH, and pimfsRH) were included along with age in a model to predict task performance in the 
Replication sample. In order to assess the unique contribution of the selected sulci to task performance, this model 
(orange) was compared to two nested alternate models: (1) age alone (green) and (2) age in addition to all 12 LPFC 
sulci (blue). All models were fit with a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure. 

Results 

Tertiary sulci are consistently identifiable in the LPFC of 6-18 year-olds 

Our sample consisted of 61 typically developing children and adolescents ages 6-18 years old. 

Participants were randomly assigned to Discovery (N = 33) and Replication (N = 28) samples with 

comparable age distributions (Discovery: mean(sd) = 12.0 (3.70); Replication: mean(sd) = 12.32 

(3.53); p = 0.81). For each subject, we generated cortical surface reconstructions in FreeSurfer34– 

36 from high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical scans. As current automated methods do not 

define LPFC tertiary sulci and often include gyral components in sulcal definitions (Supplementary 

Fig. 2), all sulci were manually defined on the native cortical surface for each subject according to 

the most recent and comprehensive atlas of LPFC sulcal definitions14 (Fig. 2). We focused our 

analyses on the region commonly referred to as the dorsal LPFC, which is bounded posteriorly by 

the central sulcus (cs), anteriorly by the horizontal (imfs-h) and ventral (imfs-v) components of the 

intermediate frontal sulcus, superiorly by the two components of the superior frontal sulcus (sfs-p 

and sfs-a), and inferiorly by the inferior frontal sulcus (ifs). Throughout the paper, we refer to this 

region as the LPFC (Fig. 2a). Studies in adults report as many as five tertiary sulci within these 

anatomical  boundaries14:  the three  components  of  the posterior middle frontal sulcus (posterior: 

pmfs-p; intermediate: pmfs-i; anterior: pmfs-a) and the two components of the para-intermediate  
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frontal sulcus (ventral: pimfs-v; dorsal: pimfs-d). We defined sulci on the inflated and pial cortical 

surfaces of each hemisphere for each participant (Online Methods). 

Discovery sample: All primary and secondary sulci (cs; the superior (sprs) and inferior (iprs) 

portions of the precentral sulcus; sfs-p; sfs-a; ifs; imfs-h; imfs-v) were identifiable in both 

hemispheres of each individual subject. For the first time, we demonstrate that tertiary sulci in 

LPFC are also consistently identifiable within the hemispheres of pediatric participants as young 

as 6 years old (Fig. 2b). Qualitatively, we observed extensive variability in the precise location of 

LPFC tertiary sulci (Supplementary Fig. 1 for sulcal definitions in all 122 hemispheres from both 

samples). The three components of the posterior middle frontal sulcus (pmfs-p; pmfs-i; pmfs-a) 

were identifiable in all subjects in every hemisphere. However, the most anterior LPFC tertiary 

sulcus, the para-intermediate frontal sulcus (pimfs), was consistently variable across individuals 

(Supplementary Table 1). Specifically, while almost all subjects had at least one identifiable 

component of the pimfs (right hemisphere: 30/33; left hemisphere: 31/33), we were only able to 

identify both dorsal and ventral pimfs components in 48.3% of all subjects (right hemisphere: 

12/33; left hemisphere: 16/33). 

Replication sample: Consistent with the Discovery Sample, all primary and secondary sulci 

(numbered 1-8 in Fig. 2b) could be identified in both hemispheres of each individual subject. In 

terms of tertiary sulci, the pmfs-p, pmfs-i, and pmfs-a (numbered 9-11 in Fig. 2b) were also 

identifiable in each hemisphere of every individual. Once again, the pimfs was the most variable 

across individuals (Supplementary Fig. 1b; Supplementary Table 1). We were able to identify at 

least one pimfs component in almost every subject (right hemisphere: 28/28; left hemisphere: 

27/28). Both the dorsal and ventral pimfs components were identifiable in 76.8% of hemispheres 

(right hemisphere: 19/28 subjects; left hemisphere: 24/28; Supplementary Table 1). 
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In sum, we could identify LPFC tertiary sulci in both Discovery and Replication samples. 

However, we could not identify both dorsal and ventral pimfs components in each hemisphere. 

Thus, our inclusion criteria for all subsequent analyses was to include subjects who had at least 

one pimfs component in each hemisphere (Discovery: 28/33, Replication: 27/28), which assures 

that all repeated measures statistics are balanced for effects of sulcus and hemisphere. 

Fig. 2. LPFC tertiary sulci in 6-18 year-olds are more shallow and more variable than primary/secondary sulci. a. LPFC 
sulcal definitions on inflated cortical surface reconstructions from six example subjects in the Discovery sample. Sulci were 
identified based on the most recent neuroanatomical atlas to consider tertiary sulci14. Primary and secondary sulci (1-8) are 
in blue, while tertiary sulci (9-12) are in orange. The three tertiary sulci (pimfs-iRH (10), pimfs-aRH (11), and pimfsRH 
(12)) identified by our model-based approach with cross-validation (Fig. 3) are filled in. We emphasize that 1,320 manual 
labels were created in total to examine the relationship between LPFC sulcal depth and reasoning performance 
(Supplementary Fig. 1 for sulcal definitions in all 122 hemispheres). b. Same layout as in a., but for six example subjects in 
the Replication sample. c. Normalized sulcal depth for each of the 12 LPFC sulci in the Discovery (left) and Replication 
(right) samples. Tertiary sulci (orange) were shallower and more variable than primary/secondary sulci (blue) in both 
samples.
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LPFC tertiary sulci are shallower and more variable than primary/secondary sulci in children 

As depth is the key morphological feature differentiating tertiary from primary and secondary 

sulci16–19, and recent findings show that LPFC tertiary sulci are shallower and more variable than 

primary/secondary sulci in adults37, we next sought to compare the depth and variability of tertiary 

and primary/secondary sulci in children. Sulcal depth was normalized to the maximum depth value 

within each individual hemisphere in order to account for differences in brain size across 

individuals and hemispheres (Online Methods). From these normalized measures, we conducted a 2-

way repeated-measures analysis of variance (rm-ANOVA) to statistically test for differences 

between sulcal type (tertiary vs. primary/secondary) and hemisphere (left vs. right). 

Discovery sample: Consistent with findings in adults37, we observed a main-effect of sulcal type 

(F(1,27)= 95.63, p<10-3, 𝜂2G = 0.35) in which tertiary sulci were significantly more shallow than 

non-tertiary sulci (Mean(sd)Tertiary= 0.04(0.17); Mean(sd)Primary/secondary= 0.23(0.07)). We also 

observed an interaction between sulcal type and hemisphere (F(1,27) = 5.67, p<0.02, 𝜂2G= 0.01) in 

which tertiary sulci were significantly deeper in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere 

(Mean(sd)RH = 0.06(0.17); Mean(sd)LH= 0.02(0.1)). In contrast, the depth of primary/secondary 

sulci did not differ between hemispheres (Mean(sd)RH= 0.21(0.07); Mean(sd)LH = 0.23(0.07)); Fig. 

2c). 

Replication sample: We observed the same main effect of sulcal type in the Replication sample. 

Tertiary sulci were more shallow than primary/secondary sulci (F(1,26) = 136.5, p<10-3, 𝜂2G = 

0.46; Mean(sd)Tertiary= 0.02(0.16) ; Mean(sd)Primary/secondary = 0.23(0.07)). We did not observe an 

interaction with hemisphere in this sample (F(1,26) = 0.26, p = 0.62); Fig. 2c). 

Additionally, while age was correlated with reasoning performance in both Discovery (r = 

0.58, p<10-3) and Replication samples (r = 0.73, p<10-3), there was an inconsistent relationship 

between sulcal depth and age in either sample (Supplemental Fig. 3). Thus, we next implemented 
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a two-pronged, model-based approach to test if including sulcal depth predicted reasoning skills 

above and beyond age. 

A model-based approach with nested cross-validation reveals that including the depth of three 
LPFC tertiary sulci predicts individual variability in reasoning skills above and beyond age alone 

To examine the relationship between LPFC sulcal depth and reasoning skills, we first 

implemented a feature selection technique in the Discovery sample (Fig. 1c) to determine if the 

depths of any LPFC sulci are associated with reasoning performance (to remind the reader, we use 

depth in the model as depth is the main morphological feature differentiating tertiary from 

primary/secondary sulci). To do so, we submitted sulcal depth values for all 12 LPFC sulci in the 

Discovery sample to a LASSO-regression model, which provides an automated method for feature 

selection by shrinking model coefficients and removing sulci with very low coefficients from the 

model (Fig. 1c; Online Methods). This approach allowed us to determine, in a data-driven 

manner, which sulci are the strongest predictors of reasoning performance. To determine the value 

of the shrinking parameter (𝛼), we iteratively fit the model with a range of 𝛼-values using cross-

validation. By convention41, we selected the 𝛼 that minimized the cross-validated Mean Squared 

Error (MSECV; Fig. 3a). Although both tertiary and primary/secondary sulci were initially included 

as predictors, after implementing the LASSO regression, only three tertiary sulci (pmfs-i, pmfs-a, 

and pimfs) in the right hemisphere were found to be associated with reasoning performance 

(MSECV=21.84, 𝛼 = 0.1; 𝛽pmfs-i= 4.50, 𝛽pmfs-a= 1.78, 𝛽pimfs= 11.88; Fig. 3a).  

To test the generalizability of the sulcal-behavioral relationship identified in the Discovery 

sample, we constructed a linear model to predict reasoning from sulcal depth and age in our 

Replication sample. As age is highly predictive of reasoning ability (Supplemental Fig. 3), 

including age in this model allows us to compare performance of this tertiary sulci + age model to  
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a model with age alone in order to determine the unique contribution of LPFC tertiary sulcal depth 

to reasoning performance above and beyond age. This model (and all subsequent models) were fit 

using a leave-one-out cross-validation (looCV) procedure. LooCV, while appropriate for smaller 

sample sizes, can result in models with high variance, which can lead to overfitting. To address this 

concern, we estimated empirical MSE confidence intervals using a bootstrapping procedure 

(Online Methods; Fig. 3d). The mean depths of the pmfs-iRH, pmfs-aRH, and pimfsRH, as well as age, 

were included as predictors in the model as they were the only three sulci identified in the sulcal-

behavioral model in the Discovery sample. This model was highly predictive of reasoning score in 

the Replication sample (R2cv= 0.52, MSECV = 9.66; Bootstrapped 95% CIMSE: 3.12-13.69, 

medianMSE = 8.14). Additionally, we observed a high correspondence (Spearman’s rho = 0.70) 

between predicted and actual measured reasoning scores (Supplementary Fig. 4). Furthermore, if 

we consider just the two LPFC tertiary sulci that are the strongest predictors of reasoning 

performance as identified in the Discovery sample (pmfs-iRH: 𝛽pmfs-i = 4.50; pimfsRH: 𝛽pimfs = 

11.88), the predictions of reasoning performance and model fits improved even further in the 

Replication sample: R2cv= 0.58; MSECV = 8.52; Bootstrapped 95% CIMSE = 3.21-12.37, medianMSE

= 7.47; Spearman’s rho = 0.73; Fig. 3b).  

We used cross-validation to evaluate the fit of this model relative to two alternative models 

considering either 1) age alone or 2) sulcal depth from all right hemisphere LPFC sulci and age 

together in the Replication sample (Fig. 1d). This nested model comparison allowed us to 

determine the unique contribution of tertiary sulcal depth (from the sulci identified using the 

LASSO regression in the Discovery sample) while still accounting for the effects of age and 

primary/secondary LPFC sulcal depth on reasoning performance. Removing the pmfs-iRH, pmfs- 

aRH, and pimfsRH from the model decreased prediction accuracy and increased the MSEcv (R2cv = 

0.48, MSECV = 10.50; Bootstrapped 95% CIMSE = 4.69-15.67, medianMSE = 9.66), indicating that 
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the depths of these right hemisphere tertiary sulci uniquely contribute to the prediction of reasoning 

scores above and beyond age (Fig. 3c). Additionally, considering age and the depths of all RH 

LPFC sulci weakened the model prediction and increased MSEcv (R2cv = 0.14, MSECV = 17.47, 

Bootstrapped 95% CIMSE = 2.79-306.25, medianMSE = 19.70). The bootstrapped CIMSE showed that 

this model also suffered from very high variance (Fig. 3d). Taken together, our cross-validated, 

nested model comparison empirically supports that the depth of only a subset of LPFC tertiary 

sulci explain unique variance in reasoning performance that is not accounted for by age or the 

depths of all LPFC sulci. 

Finally, to test whether our findings generalized to other neuroanatomical features or 

cognitive domains commonly explored in the field, we repeated our procedure with 1) a model in 

which we replaced sulcal depth with cortical thickness42–45 and 2) a model in which we replaced 

reasoning performance with processing speed (as measured by cross-out score38; Fig. 1b). To 

provide a quantitative comparison of the models, we used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). 

If the ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is greater than 2, it suggests an interpretable difference between models. If the ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is 

greater than 10, it suggests a strong difference between models, with the lower AIC value indicating 

the preferred model46,47 (Online Methods). This approach revealed that a model with cortical 

thickness and age was predictive of reasoning (R2cv = 0.33; MSECV = 13.54), but much less than age 

alone (R2cv = 0.48; MSECV = 10.50). Additionally, sulcal depth of the three critical LPFC tertiary 

sulci (pmfs-iRH, pmfs-aRH, and pimfsRH) and age was predictive of processing speed (R2cv= .45; MSECV

=20.53), but not much more than age alone (R2 = 0.42; MSECV = 21.82). Finally, the AICs for both 

models (AICThickness = 78.58; AICCross-Out = 89.59) were much higher than the AIC for the tertiary 

sulci + age model (AICsulcalDepth = 63.85, ∆AICThickness-Depth = 14.73, ∆AICCross-out- MatrixReasoning = 

25.74). This indicates that sulcal depth is strongly preferred as a predictor over cortical thickness 

(Supplementary Fig. 6a), and reasoning is strongly preferred over processing speed, respectively 

(Supplementary Fig. 6b), in our models.  
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Fig. 3. A model-based approach with nested cross-validation reveals that the depth of a subset of LPFC tertiary 
sulci predicts individual variability in reasoning above and beyond age. a. Results from the LASSO regression 
predicting Matrix Reasoning score from sulcal depth in the Discovery sample. Top: Beta-coefficients for each sulcus 
at a range of shrinking parameter (alpha) values. Highlighted box indicates coefficients at the chosen alpha-level. 
Bottom: Cross-validated MSE at each alpha-level. By convention41, we selected the 𝛼 that minimized the cross-
validated Mean Squared Error (MSECV; dotted line). b. Spearman’s correlation between measured and predicted 
Matrix Reasoning scores in the Replication sample for the best tertiary sulci + age model, which includes the depths 
of the two most predictive sulci (pmfs-iRH + pimfsRH) from the Discovery sample, as well as age (Supplementary Fig. 
4 for a model with all three tertiary sulci selected from the Discovery sample). c. Density plots comparing model fits 
for three nested models evaluated in the Replication sample. The measured Matrix Reasoning score is shown for the 
distribution of the predicted scores for each of the three models. orange: pmfs-iRH + pimfsRH + age. green: age only. 
blue: all RH LPFC sulci + age. Each of the three model fits are overlaid on the distribution of measured Matrix 
Reasoning scores (gray). The pmfs-iRH + pimfsRH + age model (orange) produced the best fit. d. Empirical MSE for 
each of the three models estimated with a bootstrapping procedure (niterations = 10,000) to address the potential for 
looCV to result in high variance and overfitting. The all LPFC RH sulci + age model (blue) exhibited notably high 
variance in error estimation. The red vertical line indicates the estimated median MSE. 
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Discussion 

Recent studies examining sulcal morphology in humans and other species continue to 

improve our understanding of the development and evolution of association cortices. They also 

provide anatomical insights into cognitive skills that set humans apart from other species13,33,48,49. 

A consistent finding from these previous studies is that developmentally and evolutionarily 

meaningful changes in sulcal morphology are not homogeneous within association cortices; 

instead, such changes are focal and related to different aspects of neuroanatomical and functional 

specialization that are behaviorally meaningful13,21,30,33,50–53,54,55. After manually defining 1,320 

sulci in individual subjects and implementing a data-driven approach with nested cross-validation 

in both Discovery and Replication samples, our results are consistent with and extend these previous 

findings by showing for the first time that the sulcal depth of three LPFC tertiary sulci predict 

behavioral performance on a reasoning task in a developmental cohort above and beyond age. In 

the sections below, we discuss 1) potential underlying mechanisms that likely contribute to the 

relationship between tertiary sulcal depth and cognitive performance, 2) how the present findings 

provide a foundation for future studies attempting to link the morphology of brain structures to 

behavior and functional brain representations, and 3) how our novel, model-based approach can be 

applied to study other association cortices across the lifespan. 

An immediate question generated from our findings is: What underlying mechanisms could 

explain why the depths of LPFC tertiary sulci and age reliably predict reasoning performance on 

a complex behavioral task? To answer this question, we integrate recent anatomical findings13,56 

with a classic theory16 and propose a hypothesis linking sulcal depth to short-range anatomical 

connections, and in turn, to cognitive performance. Specifically, in the 1960s, Sanides15,16 

proposed that morphological changes in tertiary sulci would likely be associated with the 

development of higher order processing and cognitive skills. The logic of Sanides’ hypothesis  
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extends from the fact that tertiary sulci emerge last in gestation and have a protracted development 

after birth, while complex cognitive skills such as reasoning ability also have a protracted 

development in childhood. 

Two recent empirical findings provide underlying anatomical mechanisms that could 

support this relationship between tertiary sulci and cognition. First, there is a relationship between 

human LPFC tertiary sulcal morphology and myelination13, which is critical for short- and long- 

range connectivity, as well as the efficiency of communicating neural signals among regions 

within cortical networks57. Second, anatomical work in non-human primates has shown that long- 

range white matter fiber tracts have a bias for terminating in gyri, while additional short-range 

white matter fibers commonly project from the deepest points (fundi) of sulci56, which we refer to 

as fundal fibers. These previous and present findings serve as the foundation for the following 

novel mechanistic hypothesis linking tertiary sulcal depth to anatomical connections and neural 

efficiency: deeper tertiary sulci likely reflect shorter fundal fibers, which in turn, reduce the 

length of short-range anatomical connections between cortical regions, and thus, increase neural 

efficiency. This hypothesis is similar in logic to the tension-based theory of cortical folding83 and 

also feasible as short-range structural connectivity increases and sulci deepen during 

development58,59. This increase in neural efficiency could underlie variability in cognitive 

performance, which can be tested in future studies incorporating anatomical, functional, and 

behavioral measures, as well as computational modeling. 

In addition to this mechanistic hypothesis, our present findings improve the spatial scale of 

previous studies attempting to link cortical morphology to behavior associated with LPFC. For 

example, previous studies identified an association between cognitive skills and cortical thickness 

of LPFC in its entirety42–45. While we find an association between reasoning and cortical thickness 
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when considering individual tertiary sulci, our analyses indicate that the depths of tertiary sulci 

and age together are much stronger predictors of reasoning than the cortical thickness of these sulci 

and age together. In fact, when including the cortical thickness of sulci in the model, performance 

is worse than age alone (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The combination of these findings across studies 

suggests that neuroanatomical-behavioral relationships can exist at multiple spatial scales in the 

same macro-anatomical expanse such as LPFC: cortical thickness at the macroanatomical scale 

and tertiary sulcal depth at the meso-scale. We also emphasize that, though our model-driven 

approach identified a subset of LPFC tertiary sulci, morphological features of these sulci are likely 

correlated with other cognitive tasks, and it is highly probable that other LPFC tertiary sulci play 

critical roles in other tasks beyond reasoning. Future studies exploring the relationship between 

sulcal morphology and behavioral performance in additional cognitive tasks at the individual 

subject level will begin to generate a complete sulcal-behavioral map in LPFC. 

In addition to this sulcal-behavioral map in LPFC, two recent lines of work show feasibility 

for future studies attempting to link tertiary sulcal morphology to brain function, especially for 

functional activity related to reasoning: one related to tertiary sulci as a meso-scale link between 

microstructural and functional properties of LPFC and the other identifying functional 

representations related to reasoning. In terms of the former, a series of recent studies have shown 

that tertiary sulci are critical functional landmarks in different association cortices21,30,66. 

Additionally, in LPFC, Miller and colleagues13 showed that the different pmfs components 

explored here were functionally distinct in adults with respect to resting-state connectivity profiles. 

In terms of the latter, numerous functional neuroimaging studies show that LPFC is central for 

reasoning performance67,68. More explicitly, several studies also indicate that the middle frontal 

gyrus, the gyrus in which the three sulci (pmfs-i, pmfs-a, and pimfs) identified by our model are 

located, plays an important role in cognitive processes that are integral for reasoning, such as 

maintaining representations and forming associations3,4. Thus, future investigations of functional 
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connectivity, as well as functional representations, relative to tertiary sulci in future studies in 

children and adults will likely bring us closer to understanding the complex relationship between 

the development of LPFC anatomical organization, functional organization, and behavior. 

While we focus on LPFC in the present study, the novel, data-driven pipeline introduced 

here can be applied to any cortical expanse. For example, lateral parietal cortex is also critical for 

relational reasoning, is expanded in humans compared to non-human primates2,69, and also 

contains tertiary sulci14. Thus, future studies can explore how morphological features of tertiary 

sulci in a) LPFC and lateral parietal cortex contribute to reasoning performance and b) different 

association cortices contribute to performance on cognitive tasks, as well as functional 

representations in each cortical expanse. Our modeling approach can also be applied to data across 

the lifespan – either cross-sectionally or longitudinally. While it is known that tertiary sulci are 

shallow indentations in cortex that emerge last in gestation (relative to primary and secondary 

sulci) and have a protracted development after birth14,16–20,30,33,49, the developmental timeline of 

tertiary sulci relative to the development of functional representations and cognitive skills is 

unknown. Future studies implementing and improving our model-based approach can begin to fill 

in these gaps in the developmental timeline of tertiary sulci anatomically, behaviorally, and 

functionally. 

Despite the many positive applications of our model-based approach and the many future 

studies that will likely build on the foundation of the present novel findings, there are also 

limitations. The main drawback of the precise, single-subject approach implemented here is that it 

relies on manual sulcal definitions, which are time-consuming and require anatomical expertise. 

This limits sample sizes and the expanse of cortex that can be feasibly explored in a given study. 

Additionally, while there is “no one-size-fits-all sample size for neuroimaging studies”84 and we 

had a large N (>1000) in terms of sulci explored in the present study, new methods and tools will 
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need to be developed to increase the number of subjects in futures studies. Ongoing work is already 

underway to develop deep learning algorithms to accurately define tertiary sulci automatically in 

individual subjects, and initial results are promising.70,71 

In summary, using a data-driven, model-based approach, we provide cognitive insights 

from evolutionarily new brain structures in human LPFC for the first time. After manually defining 

1,320 LPFC sulci, our approach revealed that the depths of tertiary sulci reliably predicted 

reasoning skills above and beyond age. Methodologically, our study opens the door for future 

studies examining these evolutionarily new tertiary sulci in other association cortices, as well as 

improves the spatial scale of understanding for future studies interested in linking cortical 

morphology to behavior. Theoretically, the present results support an untested anatomical theory 

proposed over 55 years ago72. Mechanistically, we outline a novel hypothesis linking tertiary sulcal 

depth to short-range white matter fibers, neural efficiency, and cognitive performance. Together, 

the methodological, theoretical, and mechanistic insights regarding whether, or how, tertiary sulci 

contribute to the development of higher-level cognition in the present study serve as a foundation 

for future studies examining the relationship between the development of cognitive skills and the 

morphology of tertiary sulci in association cortices more broadly. 
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Online Methods 

Participants: The present study consisted of Discovery (N=33; males=16, females=17) and 

Replication (N=28; males=20, females=8) samples randomly selected from the Neurodevelopment 

of Reasoning Ability (NORA) dataset7,10,38. The terms male and female are used to denote parent 

reported gender identity. The Discovery Sample included cross-sectional data from 33 typically 

developing individuals between the ages of 6 and 18. The Replication Sample included data from 

an additional 28 aged-matched subjects. All participants were screened for neurological 

impairments, psychiatric illness, history of learning disability, and developmental delay. All 

participants and their parents gave their informed assent and/or consent to participate in the study, 

which was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of 

California, Berkeley. 

Data Acquisition 

Imaging data: Brain imaging data were collected on a Siemens 3T Trio system at the University 

of California Berkeley Brain Imaging Center. High-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE anatomical 

scans (TR=2300ms, TE=2.98ms, 1×1×1mm voxels) were acquired for cortical morphometric 

analyses. 

Behavioral data: Behavioral metrics are only reported for the subjects included in the morphology- 

behavior analyses (Discovery: n = 28, Replication: n = 27). Reasoning performance was measured 

as a total raw score from the WISC-IV Matrix Reasoning task39 (Fig. 1b; Discovery: mean(sd) = 

24.28 (4.86); Replication: mean(sd) = 27.64 (4.52)). Matrix Reasoning is an untimed subtest of the 

WISC-IV in which participants are shown colored matrices with one missing quadrant. The 

participant is asked to “complete” the matrix by selecting the appropriate quadrant from an array 

of options (Fig. 1b). Matrix Reasoning score was selected as it is a widely used measure of non- 

verbal reasoning10,38 and it was the most consistently available reasoning measure for the subjects 

in this study. Matrix Reasoning has previously been examined in relation to white matter and 21
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functional connectivity in a large dataset that included these participants10 and a previous factor 

analysis in this dataset showed that the Matrix Reasoning score loaded strongly onto a reasoning 

factor that included three other standard reasoning assessments38. 

Processing speed was computed from raw scores on the Cross-Out task from the 

Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational Battery-Revised73 (WJ-R; Fig. 1b). In this task, the 

participant is presented with a geometric figure on the left followed by 19 similar figures. The 

subject places a line through each figure that is identical to the figure on the left of the row (Fig. 

1b). Performance is indexed by the number of rows (out of 30 total rows) completed in 3 minutes. 

Cross-Out scores are frequently used to estimate processing speed in developmental 

populations.74,75 Cross-Out score was selected as a control measure in our Replication sample in 

order to assess the generalizability of the findings to another aspect of cognition that does not tax 

relational reasoning (Replication: Mean(sd) = 22.19 (6.26)). 

Morphological Analyses 

Cortical surface reconstruction: All T1-weighted images were visually inspected for scanner 

artifacts. FreeSurfer’s automated segmentation tools34,36 (FreeSurfer 6.0.0) were used to generate 

cortical surface reconstructions. Each anatomical T1-weighted image was segmented to separate 

gray from white matter, and the resulting boundary was used to reconstruct the cortical surface for 

each subject34,76. Each reconstruction was visually inspected for segmentation errors, and these 

were manually corrected. 

Manual labeling of LPFC sulci: Sulci were manually defined separately in the Discovery and 

Replication samples according to the most recent atlas proposed by Petrides (2019)14. This atlas 

offers a comprehensive schematization of sulcal patterns in the cortex. The LPFC definitions have 

recently been validated in adults37, but to our knowledge, these sulci have never been defined in a 
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developmental sample. 12 LPFC sulci were manually defined within each individual hemisphere 

in tksurfer13 (Fig. 2; Supplementary Fig. 1 for all manually defined sulci in 122 hemispheres). The 

curvature metric in Freesurfer determined the boundaries between sulcal and gyral regions. Manual 

lines were drawn on the inflated cortical surface to define sulci based on the proposal by Petrides14, 

as well as guided by the pial and smoothwm surfaces of each individual13. In some cases, the precise 

start or end point of a sulcus can be difficult to determine on one surface71. Thus, using the inflated, 

pial, and smoothwm surfaces of each individual to inform our labeling allowed us to form a consensus 

across surfaces and clearly determine each sulcal boundary. Our cortical expanse of interest was 

bounded by the following sulci: (1) the anterior and posterior components of the superior frontal 

sulcus (sfs) served as the superior boundary, (2) the inferior frontal sulcus (ifs) served as the 

inferior boundary, (3) the central sulcus served as the posterior boundary, and (4) the vertical and 

horizontal components of the intermediate fronto-marginal sulcus (imfs) served as the anterior 

boundary. We also considered the following tertiary sulci: anterior (pmfs-a), intermediate (pmfs-

i), and posterior (pmfs-p) components of the posterior middle frontal sulcus (pmfs), and the para-

intermediate frontal sulcus (pimfs)13,14. Please refer to Fig. 2a for the location of each of these 

sulci on example hemispheres and Supplementary Fig. 1 for the location of all 1,320 sulci in all 

122 hemispheres. 

For each hemisphere, the location of each sulcus was confirmed by two trained 

independent raters (W.V. and J.Y.) and finalized by the senior author (K.S.W). The surface vertices 

for each sulcus were then manually selected using tools in tksurfer and saved as surface labels for 

vertex-level analyses of morphological statistics. All anatomical labels for a given hemisphere 

were fully defined before any morphological or behavioral analyses were performed. 
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While we could not identify the dorsal and ventral components of the pimfs in every 

hemisphere (Results; Supplementary Table 1), we could identify at least one component of the 

pimfs in each hemisphere in nearly all participants in the Discovery (28/33) and Replication (27/28) 

samples. Thus, our inclusion criteria for all subsequent analyses was to include subjects who had 

at least one pimfs component in each hemisphere, which assures that all repeated measures 

statistics are balanced for effects of sulcus and hemisphere. For those subjects who had identifiable 

dorsal and ventral pimfs components, we merged the components into one label, using the 

FreeSurfer function mris_mergelabels and all findings are reported for the merged label34. 

Characterization of Sulcal morphology: As the most salient morphological feature of tertiary sulci 

is their shallowness compared to primary and secondary sulci11-19,21, we focused morphological 

analyses on measures of sulcal depth. Raw depth metrics were computed in native space from the 

.sulc file generated in FreeSurfer 6.0.034. We normalized sulcal depth to the maximum depth value 

within each individual hemisphere in order to account for differences in brain size across 

individuals and hemispheres. All depth analyses were conducted for normalized mean sulcal depth. 

As cortical thickness is a commonly used metric in developmental studies, we also considered the 

mean cortical thickness (mm) for each sulcus. Mean cortical thickness for each sulcal label was 

extracted using the mris_anatomical_stats function that is included in FreeSurfer35. 

Comparison between tertiary and primary/secondary sulci: We compared sulcal depth of tertiary 

and primary/secondary sulci with a 2-way (hemisphere x sulcal type) repeated measures analysis 

of variance (rm-ANOVA; Fig. 2c). We conducted the same repeated measures analyses with 

cortical thickness between tertiary and primary/secondary sulci in both samples (Supplementary 

Fig. 5; see Supplementary results). All ANOVAs were computed in R with the aov function, 

imported in python via rpy2. Effect sizes are reported with the generalized eta-squared (𝜂2) metric.
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Assessing the relationship between sulcal depth and reasoning performance 

Model selection - Discovery sample: We applied a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator 

(LASSO) regression model to determine which sulci, if any, were associated with Matrix 

Reasoning39. The depth of all 12 LPFC sulci were included as predictors in the regression model. 

This analysis was performed separately for each hemisphere. LASSO performs L1-regularization 

by applying a penalty, or shrinking parameter(𝛼), to the absolute magnitude of the coefficients 

such that: 

In a LASSO regression, low coefficients are set to zero and eliminated from the model. In 

this way, LASSO can facilitate variable selection, leading to simplified models with increased 

interpretability and prediction accuracy41. In our case, the LASSO regression algorithm shrinks the 

coefficients of each of the sulci until only the sulci most predictive of reasoning remain in the 

model. The LASSO regression model was conducted separately for left and right hemispheres. By 

convention, we used cross-validation to select the shrinking parameter (𝛼). We used the SciKit- 

learn GridSearchCV package77, to perform an exhaustive search across a range of 𝛼-values (0.01- 

10.0), and selected the value that minimized cross-validated Mean Squared Error (MSECV). 

Model evaluation - Replication sample: To further characterize the relationship between sulcal 

depth and reasoning performance, we used the predictors identified by the LASSO-regression in 

the Discovery sample to predict Matrix Reasoning score in the Replication Sample. As age is 

correlated with Matrix Reasoning score, we included age as an additional covariate in the model 

[1a]. We fit this model as well as alternate nested models with leave-one-out cross validation 
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(looCV). We used nested model comparison to assess the unique variance explained by sulcal 

depth, while accounting for age-related effects on reasoning. 

yi = β0 + β1 Age + β2 pmfsi + β3 pmfs_a + β4 pimfs+ ϵI. [1a] 

Additionally, we conducted this analysis with only the two most predictive sulci (pmfs-i, pimfs) 

from the Discovery sample. 

yi = β0 + β1 Age + β2 pmfsi + β3 pimfs+ ϵI. [1b] 

To assess the unique variance explained by tertiary sulcal depth, we compared the MSECV of this 

model to the MSECV of a model with age as the sole predictor [2]. 

yi = β0 + β1 Age +ϵi. [2] 

As these models are nested (all predictors in the smaller model [2] are also included in the larger 

models [1a-b]), we are able to directly compare the prediction error in these two models. Finally, 

to assess the specificity of the relationship to tertiary sulci in our Replication sample, we assessed 

the fit of model [1] to a full model that included all identified LPFC sulci within a hemisphere [3]. 

The full model is as follows: 

yi = β0 + β1 Age+ β2x2…+ β12x12 +ϵi [3] 

where x2…x12 represent the sulcal depth of each identified sulcus within a hemisphere. 

Empirical MSE confidence intervals: The size (n = 27) of the Replication sample makes looCV 

suitable. However, models that are fit with looCV can have high variance. Thus, to assess the 

potential variance in our estimations, we performed a bootstrapping procedure to empirically 

estimate the distribution of possible MSEcv predictions for models 1b, 2, and 3. For each model, 

data were randomly selected with replacement 10,000 times and MSEcv was computed for each 
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iteration. From this process, we estimate Median MSE and 95% confidence intervals for each 

model (shown in Fig. 3d). All analyses were conducted with SciKit-Learn package in Python77. 

Assessing morphological and behavioral specificity of the model 

Cortical thickness: To assess whether our findings generalized to other anatomical features, we 

considered cortical thickness, which is an anatomical feature commonly explored in 

developmental cognitive neuroscience studies45,78–80. To do so, we replaced sulcal depth with mean 

cortical thickness as the predictive metric in our best performing model in the Replication sample 

[Model 1b]. As with depth, the model was fit to the data with looCV. To compare the thickness 

model to the depth model, we used the Akaike Information Critertion (AIC) which provides an 

estimate of in-sample prediction error and is suitable for non-nested model comparison. AIC is 

given by: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑖  =  −2𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑖 + 2𝐾𝑖

Where Li is the likelihood for the model (i) and Ki is the number of parameters. By comparing AIC 

scores, we are able to assess the relative performance of the two models. If the ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is greater than 

2, it suggests an interpretable difference between models. If the ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is greater than 10, it suggests 

a strong difference between models, with the lower AIC value indicating the preferred model46,47. 

Processing Speed: To ascertain whether the relationship between sulcal depth and cognition is 

specific to reasoning performance, or transferable to other general measures of cognitive 

processing75, we investigated the generalizability of the sulcal-behavior relationship to another 

widely used measure of cognitive functioning: Processing speed. Specifically, we used looCV to 

predict processing speed (as indexed by Cross-Out score)73 instead of Matrix Reasoning score. We 

used AIC to compare Processing speed predictions to Matrix Reasoning predictions. 
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Data Availability 

The data analysis pipeline and code will be released upon publication.
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Supplementary Information 

 No differences in cortical thickness among primary, secondary, and tertiary sulci in LPFC 

As discussed throughout this paper, sulcal depth is the main morphological feature 

differentiating tertiary from primary and secondary sulci11-19,21. Nevertheless, previous 

developmental work on structural variability in PFC has frequently focused on cortical 

thickness45,78–80. Thus, we also investigated variability in cortical thickness in both the Discovery and 

Replication samples as a function of sulcal type (tertiary vs. primary/secondary) and hemisphere 

(left vs. right). There were no significant differences in cortical thickness between primary/ 

secondary sulci and tertiary sulci in the Discovery (F(1,27) = 2.44, p = 0.13; Mean(sd))Tertiary = 

2.41(0.36); Mean(sd)Non- tertiary = 2.37 (0.26); Supplementary Fig. 5a) or Replication (F(1,26) = 

2.31, p =0.14; Mean(sd))Tertiary  = 2.31(0.41), Mean(sd)Primary/secondary = 2.38(0.30); Supplementary 

Fig. 5b) samples. Interestingly, the rm-ANOVA revealed a main effect of hemisphere in both 

samples in which right hemisphere sulci were cortically thinner than left hemisphere sulci 

(Discovery: (F(1,27) = 123.1, p<10-3, 𝜂2G = 0.09; Mean(sd)RH; = 2.30 (0.28); Mean(sd)LH = 

2.47(0.27); Replication: (F(1, 26) = 42.91, p<10-3, 𝜂2G= 0.06; Mean(sd)RH = 2.20(0.36), Mean(sd)LH

=2.41(0.29); Supplementary Fig. 5b). Thus, while previous developmental work on structural 

variability in PFC has focused on cortical thickness45,78–80, when considering tertiary sulci, the 

present analyses emphasize the utility of sulcal depth, not cortical thickness, for differentiating 

tertiary from primary/secondary sulci. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2. LPFC tertiary sulci are often omitted in commonly used atlases. a. Example inflated cortical 
surface reconstruction of a right hemisphere. Colors indicate sulcal and gyral definitions provided by automated 
methods34,36. The omitted tertiary sulci explored in the present study are labeled in white. While the automated approach 
is useful for many studies, we manually defined sulci for our study as present approaches do not yet include tertiary sulci 
(labeled in white: pmfs-p, pmfs-i, pmfs-a, pimfs), and automated methods often include gyral components in the sulcal 
definitions. Red: central sulcus. Blue: pre-central sulcus. Yellow: inferior frontal sulcus. Turquoise: superior frontal sulcus. 
Magenta: fronto-marginal sulcus (which includes the horizontal and ventral components of the intermediate frontal sulcus, 
as well as portions of the pimfs-i, and what Petrides14 refers to as the accessory superior frontal sulcus (asfs; not examined 
in the present study). b. Example of manual sulcal definitions in the same subject as in a. Manual definitions capture both 
tertiary (orange) and primary/secondary (blue) sulci. 

Discovery (n = 33) Replication (n = 28) 

Components left right left right 
0 2/33 3/33 1/28 0/28 
1 15/33 18/33 3/28 9/28 

2 16/33 12/33 24/28 19/28 

Supplementary Table 1. Variability in the number of pimfs components across individuals. 
Subjects had 0,1, or 2 pimfs components in each hemisphere. As a majority of subjects in both samples had 
at least one pimfs component, our inclusion criteria was to include subjects who had at least one pimfs 
component in each hemisphere (Discovery: 28/33, Replication: 27/28), which assures that all repeated 
measures statistics are balanced for effects of sulcus and hemisphere
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Morphological and behavioral associations with age in both Discovery and Replication 
samples. a. Correlation between age and sulcal depth in the Discovery (left) and Replication (right) samples. Each 
bar represents the correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) between sulcal depth and age for each sulcus (orange: tertiary; 
blue: primary/secondary) in the left (lighter shades) and right (darker shades) hemispheres. There is not a clear 
relationship between sulcal depth and age that is generalizable among LPFC sulci. b-c. Scatterplots showing the 
association between age and sulcal depth for each of the 4 tertiary sulci explored in the present study in each 
hemisphere (left: lighter shades; right: darker shades) for individual subjects in the Discovery (b) and Replication (c) 
samples. Age does not account well for individual variability in LPFC tertiary sulcal depth. 
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Predicted matrix reasoning score in the Replication sample from three tertiary sulci (pmfs-
i, pmfs-a, pimfs). a. Spearman’s correlation between measured and predicted Matrix Reasoning scores in the 
Replication sample for the model including all three tertiary sulci identified in the Discovery sample (pmfs-iRH, pmfs- 
aRH, pimfsRH). b. Density plot showing model fit. orange: The distribution of predicted scores from this model. gray: 
the distribution of measured Matrix Reasoning scores. 

Supplementary Fig. 5. No difference in cortical thickness between tertiary and primary/secondary sulci in LPFC. a. 
Mean cortical thickness for each of the 12 LPFC sulci in the Discovery sample. b. Mean cortical thickness for each of the 12 
LPFC sulci in the Replication sample. Tertiary sulci (orange) and primary/secondary sulci (blue) do not significantly 
differ in cortical thickness in either sample. 
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Supplementary Fig. 6. Tertiary sulcal depth more strongly relates to reasoning than cortical thickness and this 
relationship shows behavioral specificity over other general processing speed measures. a. Thickness was used in 
place of depth to predict Matrix Reasoning in the Replication sample. The model was fit with looCV. left: Spearman’s 
correlation between measured and predicted Matrix Reasoning scores in the Replication sample for the best model 
(pmfs-iRH + pimfsRH. + age). right: MSEcv for the thickness model compared to the analogous depth model. Difference 
in AIC was used to compare model performance. Tertiary sulcal depth offered substantially better predictions than 
cortical thickness. b. The same depth model was used to predict Cross-Out score instead of Matrix Reasoning in the 
Replication sample. left: Spearman’s correlation between measured and predicted Cross-Out scores in the Replication 
sample using the best performing depth model (pmfs-iRH + pimfsRH + age). right: MSEcv for the Cross-Out score 
predictions compared to MSEcv for Matrix Reasoning predictions using the same model. Difference in AIC was used to 
compare model performance. As the MSEcv for Matrix Reasoning was much lower than the MSEcv for Processing speed, 
our model shows a degree of behavioral specificity for Matrix Reasoning predictions over general processing speed 
measures. 
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